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CHAPTER I

GOD CARES FOR A BARREN WORLD
Read: Genesis, Chapter I; The Princess and Curdie, by George

Macdonald (Lippincott), pp. 1 to 5, for a vivid description of the forma-
tion of mountains rushing out of the mother heart of the earth; The
Way the World Went Then, by Isabella Barclay (Edward Stanford,
London, 1898), Chapter I.

To teach this first lesson we must feel ourselves,
and then find ways to make the class feel, two enduring
truths: first, the long, mysterious, largely unknown
history of our^ star the earth; and second, the fact
that God sees it as a whole from beginning to achieve-
ment, sees it eternally on its way through time.
^^0 God! I think Thy thoughts after Thee,'^ ex-

claimed the great discoverer Kepler. The facts geolo-
gists, scientists, and astronomers have discovered
become known to man because they are forever known
to God. Another side of this truth is the impossi-
bility of thinking of the world as existing without God.
Try it! We can think away men, ammals, trees, moun-
tains, and oceans, but forever there is a mind that
plans, a thought that comprehends.

Method of Approach

Beginning with the poetic account of creation in our
Bible, help the class to picture the long, slow process
of earth formation. Use any examples that are
most aHve to you of the moulding of the earth; for
instance, an account of the San Francisco earthquake
and its causes; Percival Lowell's theory of possible
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life on Mars, or the past life of the moon, now cold

and bare.

Next will come the more important truth of the

ignorance of man broken here and there by rays of

light from God. To bring this out read Job, chapter

38. In this chapter is poured torrent-like a stream of

evidence for the greatness of God and the littleness of

man's experience. It will do us no harm to face our

httleness. Later lessons will show what men have
achieved. But in this lesson the climax must be that

God cannot be put aside even in thought by any hu-

man effort; that in Him we live and move and have

our being. If possible let the service end with learn-

ing or singing the hymn, '^O God, our help in ages

past." * The central truth of all rehgious experience

is that God is our eternal home.

Questions foe Class Discussion

1. There is a curious old puzzle: ''Which was

created first, the hen or the egg?'' Why is it im-

possible to answer?

2. Does any one ever have an entirely new idea?

3. Can you really think of an absolute beginning?

If so, what made this beginning? Children sometimes

ask. Who made God? Why can we not even ask such

a question?

4. God is sometimes called I Am. What does this

mean?

Learn: I am Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and

the End.—Revelation 21 : 6.

* May be found in any hymn-book. It is sometimes printed "Our
God, our help."
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During the following week let the class learn by-

heart selected verses from the 38th chapter of Job.

In preparation for the next lesson ask the class to

read ^'The Civil Engineer" in Heroes of Everyday Life,

by Fanny E. Coe (Ginn & Co.). It is an extraordi-

nary tale of creative daring, of a plan to change the world

by harnessing the torrents. Man, too, begins his

creative efforts with a plan that transforms matter

to material.



CHAPTER II

THE WORLD AS MOULDED BY MEN'S HANDS

Read the account of the building of Solomon's Temple (I Kings

7: 13-51, or II Chronicles 2, 3, 4) and compare it with Christ's saying,

*' Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up" (John 2: 19).

See also I Corinthians 3: 16, Ephesians 2: 21, Hebrews 3: 6.

Read the fine passage about workers, in the Apocrypha: Ecclesi-

asticus 38:24^34.

Read the admirable article "Voice Voyages by the National Geo-

graphical Society," in the Geographic Magazine for March, 1916 (Vol.

XXIX, No. 3, p. 296).

Read: "At Your Service," by Berton Braley, inA Course in Citizen-

ship, Cabot et al. (Houghton Miffiin Company), p. 244.

Read: The Wonder-Workers, Mary H. Wade (Little, Brown & Co.).

A class of girls will be most interested in the accounts of Helen Keller

and of Burbank; boys, in Edison and Lindsey.

Read :
"The Deep Sea Cable " from The Seven Seas, and "With the Night

Mail," from The Day's Work by Rudyard Kipling.

This subject is one with a vast outlook. Among its

many sides choose those that bring out the wonder of

God's gifts to man and his responsibihty for using them.

In all teaching there are two essential laws: (1)

Never teach any subject or give any illustration that,

after you have worked at it, does not rouse your own
interest; and (2) Study your class both individually

and as a group, and teach only what you can interest

them in by skill, enthusiasm and hard work on their

part as well as yours. Study your class to find out

where their sympathy lies, and then choose illustrations

that will strengthen and widen the interest already

stirred in the group. But remember that all teaching

must point somewhere, and that the point in Sunday
school is religion, not information.



The World as Moulded by Men^s Hands

Method of Approach

In the last lesson we talked of the beginning of the

world as proceeding from God's plan. When we are

nearest to God we, too, plan and create the new.

The beginning of New England was once a plan in

the minds of a few courageous Puritans. The Red
Cross was at its outset nothing but a plan in the mind
of Henri Dunant, who, because he could not forget

the agony of the battlefield of Solferino, resolved that

such horrors should be alleviated. The telephone

was at the outset a dim but persistent plan in the

mind of Alexander Bell.

Questions for the Class

1. What stories of inventions have you read?

Have you ever tried to invent anything yourself?

What qualities does the inventor need? Can he ever

make anything absolutely new?
2. When Luther Bm-bank develops new fruits and

flowers how much is his work and how much the

work of natiu-e? In what ways does he help nature?

In what ways does nature help him?
3. What forces of nature does an aviator use?

4. Is there any invention or improvement in making
which we are independent of God's help?



CHAPTER III

THE FAMILY

Read: The Promised Land, by Mary Antin (Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany), pp. 49-59.

Read: ''Losing and Gaining," in Conduct Stories, by Frederick J.

Gould (Macmillan Co., 1910), p. 87; and pages 1 to 19 in his Stories for

Moral Instruction.

Read: "Against Wind and Tide," in More Bedtime Stories, by Louise

C. Moulton (Little, Brown & Co.).

Read: The Individual, by Nathaniel S. Shaler (D. Appleton & Co.),

pp. 35-37.

Read : Shakespeare's King Lear, Act I, Scene 1.

Learn: Give glory to thy father with thy whole heart; and forget

not the pangs of thy mother.

Remember that of them thou wast bom; and what wilt thou recom-

pense them for the things that they have done for thee?

Be not slow to visit a sick man; for by such things thou shalt gain

love.

Let thy converse be with men of understanding; let just men be the

companions of thy board; and let all thy discourse be in the law of the

Most High.

From Ecclesia^ticus, chapters 9 and 11.

Life itself and the family devotion that makes it

possible are things we quite obhviously take for

granted. Yes, they are granted to each of us here,

but at a cost we do not realize. We have landed at

our destination as a few survivors from the point of

view of the myriad lives that from the amoeba up
have been lost. And the reason we have survived at

all is that our parents have taken care of us. But
just because the care of parents is so spontaneous a
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gift, any insistence on duty or gratitude to parents

has a kind of indelicacy. There are some precious

relations too close to admit the cleaving knife-blade

that distinguishes between duty and devotion. The
love that overarches and supports youth is a work of

art, and is better imderstood by being drawn as a
picture rather than by being pointed to as a lesson.

Therefore you will want on this Sunday to keep in

the presence of stories of family devotion or to bring

out discussions of right and ^Tong through cases not

immediately concerning the class.

Method of Appkoach

In teaching this lesson,—Be Prepared! The class

may ask some difficult questions, questions springing

out of pricking and buried longings, as snowdrops
push their way up when the sun beats on their dark-

ness. What are we before we are born? What would
have become of us if our parents had not married?

What happens to our minds when we take ether?

and even, Do we remember those we love after death?

To the first question I answer: We are then, as

always, held in God's thought, real through Him.
The second query brings up the strange, wonderful

gift of choice and rejection. Illustrate this power by
an example of our own responsibility for choosing the

best and rejecting the \\Tong. ^Mien we are uncon-
scious imder ether we are no less ourselves than in

sleep or even when absent-minded. God holds our

meaning, remembers when we forget, gives us back to

our possession. Shall we remember those we love

after death? Surely, Yes. We are not real without

those we love. To be ourselves we must remember
and recognize them in whatever world we are.
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Questions foe the Class

1. Why is it right to do more for our family than

we do for strangers? In what ways can an older

sister help the younger children?

2. A yoimg woman has a marked talent for painting,

but her mother, who is well-to-do, wants her to stay

at home instead of spending her mornings at the

Art Museum. What ought the daughter to do?

3. Ought a girl to put her family claims first, or

should she lead her own life? Ask the same questions

about a boy.

4. If pride is wrong, is it ever right to have family

pride? Is there any reason to be proud of the fact

that one's great-grandfather signed the Declaration of

Independence? Why?
5. Was Cordeha right or wrong in her answers to

Lear? What was her motive in so speaking? What
could she have said that would have been equally free

from self-seeking and yet have given a truer im-

pression?

6. In France marriages are arranged by parents

without consultation with their daughters. In Amer-
ica men and girls often become engaged without con-

sulting their parents. Is either of these methods

better? Why?
7. Booker Washington says in Up from Slavery*

that he never remembers a meal which his family

took together when he was a child. They ate one by
one as each dropped in. If this was a poor plan,

what is the value of having family meals together?

8. When is it right for brothers or sisters to criticise

each other? Is teasing good or bad for the person

teased? For the one who teases?

Doubleday, Page & Co.



CHAPTER IV

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Read: The parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10: 25-37).

Learn: Luke 10: 27.

Get reports of the work of Junior Civic Leagues in keeping their

neighborhoods clean, from the Women's Municipal League, Boston.

Study the work of Boy and Girl Scouts in Scouting Jor Boys by Baden-
Powell, and Camp Fire Girls, by Luther Gulick.

Read: Tolstoi's "What Men Live By" and "Where Love is, God is."

Both of these stories are found in Twenty-three Tales, translated by
Aylmer Maude, and are also pubhshed separately by Crowell New
York.

Method of Approach

Discuss the questions: Who are your neighbors?

What is it to be neighborly? Do we owe more to

neighbors than to people in another part of the city?

What can we do for our neighbors?

Bring out different kinds of neighborliness : antici-

pating needs, bringing the mail or doing errands,

helping in farming during busy days, sympathy in

trouble, carefulness about noise while anyone is sick

or asleep, caring for children who have busy mothers.

How can you help to improve the neighborhood?

Show the value of co-operative marketing, of parks, of

back yards opening into one another, of social centers

in the school-buildings.

Extend the thought of neighborliness to its wider

applications through the test question asked by
Jesus in the parable.



CHAPTER V

THE CITY

Read : The Leaven in a Great City, by Lillian W. Betts (Dodd, Mead
& Co.), pp. 25 to 28 and 58 to 74. (This is an interesting book for the

teacher to look through and read in parts to the class.)

Read : Twenty Years at Hull House, Jane Addams (Macmillan Co.),

chapter 8, "Problems of Poverty."

Read: The Battle with the Slum, Jacob Riis, chapter 4, pp. 7&-94,

"Poverty in a Great City."

Read : The Life of Dorothea Dix, by John H. Morison.

Method of Approach

This lesson is meant to be an introduction to our

opportunities of service in the community. Cities

mean '^give and take/' chances to distribute and to

receive help, to reheve poverty, to attack difficult

problems of illness through large hospitals. Two
main strands will sustain the ethical and religious

bearings that every lesson ought to carry: the story

of great citizens, and the way in which desire for

religious freedom was the cause of many a now large

city in America.

To bring out these points study the stories of Soc-

rates, great citizen of Athens; of Peter Cooper, helper

of New York; of Jacob Riis, a foreigner who poured

his enthusiasm into getting rid of the slums; of Doro-

thea Dix, who transformed our insane asylums; of

Margaret of New Orleans, the humble woman whose
work her city honored; * of Jane Addams, perhaps the

greatest helper Chicago has known.

* See Stories to Tell to Children, Sara Cone Bryant, Houghton Mifflin

Company, p. 195.
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If the Sunday school is in a city, study a detailed

map showing the relation of its physical situation to

its commerce. Is the city on a harbor or river? Is

it a railroad center? Does it have exceptional schools,

parks, or business opportunities? Why do you like

it better than any other city?

Questions for Discussion

Why do we have cities; what is their reason for

existence? For whom was San Francisco named?
St. Paul? Los Angeles? Why?
What institutions are sure to spring up in any city?

What problems are likely to come up before any
town or city government?
What are the advantages of city life?

- In what ways is the country better?

What are the principal departments in your town or

city?

Make a list of all the clubs, theatres, art-opportuni-

ties, parks, hospitals, schools, churches, political

organizations, in yom* town.

Let each of the class choose a great citizen to learn

about.

To these questions may be added some of the topics

and questions in Mabel Hill's The Teaching of Civics

,

chapter 6, p. 37 (Houghton ^Mifflin Company). This

will give you far more material than you need, but
the interests of your special class will suggest which
topics are best used.



CHAPTER VI

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

1. Home and Feeedom

One of the best gifts a Sunday-school teacher can give her class is

some realization of the spirit of America. Read the speeches of our

great men, especially Lincoln's Second Inaugural. Two good books

to recommend for pupils' reading are: The Man Without a Country,

Edward Everett Hale; The Perfect Tribute, Mary Shipman Andrews.

Read: The Promised Land, Mary Antin (Account of her feehng for

America and her reverence for George Washington); American Ideals,

Theodore Roosevelt; From Alien to Citizen, Edward Steiner (especially

the account of his landing).

Read: Acts 10 and 11 to verse 18. Discuss chapter 10, verse 28.

Is it always wrong to call any man common or unclean?

Method of Approach

Ask: What does our nation stand for?

Liberty: especially religious and moral liberty.

Equality: every man is to count for one; titles of

nobility are forbidden; a single vote and no more
for each voting citizen; no distinctions of race,

creed, or previous condition of servitude.

Fraternity or Humanity: A strong, steady, chivalrous

attitude at once of honor and protection toward

women; tenderness toward children, and desire to

help the weak.

Unflinching Service: We believe heartily in unpaid

service, but not in a leisure class, a parasite class.
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Questions for the Class

What comes first to your mind when you say

"America '7

The Jews called themselves a chosen nation: what
meaning, if any, is there in calhng America a chosen
nation?

What is freedom? Who is freest, the self-controlled

person or he who does just what he happens to feel

like doing?

How does the United States make people free?

Name some acts that it forbids under penalty. Is it

ever true to say, "My life is my own affair; I am free

to do what I hke with it"?

The United States believes in freedom of speech.

Is freedom to speak as we please on any subject a good
thing? Where would you draw the hue?

Do you believe in the saying, My country, right or

wrong? Give an example.

The following quotations will aid in teaching this

lesson

:

THE PURPOSE OF GOVERNMENT

Charles F. Dole

At a great seaport like Boston or New York one may see forts and
ships of war which belong to the government, and soldiers whom the

government pays; or one reads in the newspapers of troops fighting

the Indians in the West. The iron-plated ships, the forts, the cannon,

and the troops remind us that the government imdertakes to defend
its citizens from enemies.

The enemies of a country are not all in foreign lands, and barbarous
tribes on the frontier. There is also a class of citizens who are enemies

to the rest; they injure and rob property, and even take life; or they

want to be idle, and Uve at others' expense; or they are unjust and
selfish, and interfere with the rights of others. The government,
therefore, undertakes to protect its people from this kind of enemies
at home. The courts and the jails which the government supports;
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the judges, constables, and police whom it pays,—illustrate this second

purpose of the government; namely, to protect people from the wrong-
doing of their fellow-citizens.

The government does not stop with defending the life and property

of its people. It sends their letters over the world; it builds roads and
keeps them in order; it bears the expense of school-houses and teachers;

it owns the Ughthouses; it pays vast sums to construct levees and break-

waters. Thus government undertakes many great works which indi-

viduals would not or could not do so well. A great army of surveyors,

engineers, clerks, postmen, and laborers are under the pay of the govern-

ment, and constitute the civil service.*

THE FIRST, BEST COUNTRY

From "The Traveller"—Oliver Goldsmith

But where to find the happiest spot below,

Who can direct, when all pretend to know?
The shuddering tenant of the frigid zone

Boldly proclaims that happiest spot his own;

Extols the treasures of his stormy seas.

And his long nights of revelry and ease;

The naked negro, panting at the line,

Boasts of his golden sands and palmy wine,

Basks in the glare, or stems the tepid wave,

And thanks his gods for all the goods they gave.

Such is the patriot's boast, where'er we roam.

His &st, best country ever is at home.

* T?ie Citizen and the Neighbor, C. F. Dole (Boston Unitarian Sunday
School Society, 1884), pp. 12, 13.



CHAPTER VII

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

2. Union

Learn: Matthew 7: 50.

Read or Lk\rn: Henry W. Longfellow's "The Building of the Ship."

Read: Kipling's "The Ship that Found Herself," in The Day's

Work.

Method of Approach

Read I Corinthians 12, and give a number of

illustrations showing how we are members one of

another, and can make no whole without all the mem-
bers: e.g., an orchestra,—even the most talented man
cannot play all instruments at once; a baseball team,

where each is necessary and the expert pitcher has no

place unless he has a batter opposed to him; a set of

tools—axe, hammer, file, plane, screw-driver, nails

—

differently adapted to the building of a barn. If

members of the class sing in parts, point out to them
how much more than just himself anyone is in such

singing. No single person can give the rich and
varied harmony of four voices,—each is different, each

equally needed, and each wholly dependent on the rest

for the completed chord. So God needs us each to

fulfill His plan in the world.

Questions for the Class

(a) How many States have you been in? What
did you notice especially in each? What might each

do best for the nation?
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Q)) Try to describe your feeling for your own State;

for the United States. In what ways is your feeUng

the same for both? In what ways is it different?

Test it (1) by the flags of the nation and of your

State; (2) by the Thanksgiving proclamations of

President and Governor; (3) by the Legislature of

your State and the Congress of the United States.

(c) If you were elected Governor, what would you

do with criminals? What would you do with poor

people? Have we any right to shut people up? Why?

(d) What does the State do for us? What ought

each citizen to do in response? (Vote. Obey. Help.)

The ceremony used at a Young Voters' Festival is

suggestive. Specimen programs can be obtained

from Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead, Twentieth Century

Club, Boston.



CHAPTER VIII

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

3. Equality

Read: Romans 12:3 to 10 inclusive.

Learn: verse 10, "In honor preferring one another.'

Leaen: Phihppians 2:5 ff.: "Let this mind be in you which was
also in Christ Jesus. Who being in the form of God . . . made himself

of no reputation and took upon him the form of a servant . . . and be-

came obedient unto death, even the death of the cross."

Read : Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.

Method of Approach

Discuss the sentences, ''For we have the mind of

Christ" and ''Let this mind be in you which was also

in Christ Jesus." Great men mean what they say,

and mean it more vitally (that is, more as a direct

command to life) than we think. We have the mind
of Christ. We know his way of looking day by day
on life. It is ours, it can be in us if we will hold it

there,—that gracious, tender, fear-transcending mind.

We, too, can have that mind as our counsellor, and
become obedient unto life and death.

Questions for the Class

1. What did Lincoln mean by government of the

people, by the people, and for the people?

2. Is this saying of Lincoln's true: "You can fool

some of the people all the time and you can fool all

the people some of the time, but you can't fool all the
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people all the time"? Why do you think it true or

false?

3. ''Might makes right/' Is this ever true? Give

an example.

4. Had we a right to drive the Indians from their

lands because we were stronger than they?

5. Has the policeman a right to hold back the man
who wants to steal?

6. Is it the policeman's might that gives him this

right?

7. Has the United States the right to rule the

Philippines?

Read: ''The Prominent Man'' in The Golden Win-
dows, by Laura E. Richards, p. 60; and "A Mis-
understanding," p. 82; or "A Matter of Importance,"

p. 108.



CHAPTER IX

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

4. The Least of These

In preparation for this lesson read The Least of These by Lincoln

Steffens,—a very moving story of work in a jail. One may not find it

appropriate for the class, but it stirs one to better teaching through

keener sympathy.

Leaen: Mark 12: 41-44 and Luke 9: 46-48.

Read: The Other Wise Man, by Henry Van Dyke, or "A Lesson for

Kings," in World Stories, by Joel MetcaK.

Learn: J. G. Whittier's description of America:

" The hope of all who suffer,

The dread of all who wrong."

Method of Approach

The central subject of this lesson is the right stand-

ard of values. What is really great and what is really

unimportant? Clearly, Jesus valued the things of the

world differently from the people around him. He put
aside money, popularity, power, meat and drink, fine

raiment, comfortable dwellings as insignificant. The
lives of people and, even more, the spiritual life of

people he thought of as worth hving and dying to

save.

Let the class, during the week before, find texts

showing how Httle Christ cared for popularity (Matthew
5: 11); for money (Matthew 6: 20-21); for power
(Matthew 26: 51-54).

Learn ''The quality of mercy is not strained," from
Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice.
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Questions for the Class

Why is it right for America to help the weak? To
help secure the safety of little states?

What is true greatness? If Jesus came to your
city, whom do you think he would choose as his

friends? Whom would he find great among the

people of America?

What did Jesus consider important? See Matthew
6: 24-34. What things seemed to him unimportant?
Look up Luke 15: 7-10. Give a good reason for

rejoicing over the one sinner that repenteth.



CHAPTER X

America; AND what it stands for

Social Service

Read: John 13: 1-17.

Read: The Story of Our Bible, Chapter 7, by Harold B. Huntley.

Leaen or Read: "Boston Hymn," by Ralph Waldo Emerson, be-

ginning *' The word of the Lord by night," in Emerson's Poems.

Read: "Jack Binns, the Hero of the Steamship RepubUc," in Heroes

of Everyday Life, by Fanny E. Coe, Ginn & Co., or "Ivan the Fool,"

by Leo Tolstoi, in Twenty-three Tales, translated by A. and E. Maude,

Oxford University Press. These last two stories are very different in

character. Most classes would probably enjoy "Jack Binns" espe-

cially, but anyone with keen imagination will see layer after layer of

meaning in "Ivan the Fool."

Method of Approach

Begin this lesson with a series of questions to

stimulate discussion.

''A faithful man shall abound ^dth blessings: but

he that maketh haste to be rich shall not be innocent."

Proverbs 28: 20. Is this true? Why?
Which is the more to be respected, the man who does

his ovm work or the man who has many people work-

ing for him? Is there any special reason for honoring

a man because he is powerful? Because he is rich?

Why did Jesus say that it was hard for the rich

young man to enter into the kingdom of heaven?

(See Mark 10: 17-27.)

Whsit do we owe the world? Take up examples of

the men who have struggled for (a) science (Pasteur's

cure of hydrophobia)
;

(b) art (St. Gaudens giving us a
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perpetual reminder of Lincoln); (c) freedom and
justice (Wycliffe, Wesley); (d) truth (Socrates).

How can we repay the world? In one sense we can

never repay the past. We can only work toward the

future, but the world is one in past and future and our

minute share will count in the great whole.

Is the word ^'servant" a title of honor? Ought it

to be? How did Washington often sign himself?

Is it better to work for pay or without pay? Both
are good in their place. Really hve people give both

as a rule, as a doctor gives free service to the poor at

hospitals.

What are the advantages of work that is paid?

(1) It keeps you up to the mark. (2) It gives a chance

for self-support. (3) It does not compete unfairly

with those who need money. (4) It lays you open to

criticism and so to improvement.

If you can get the History of the Red Cross, some
of these questions will pinion a few of its facts:

1. Who was the founder of the Red Cross work?
What made him start it? How long ago? How many
nations joined at first?

2. What did Clara Barton do during the Civil War
and after it?

3. Under what President was the Red Cross started

in America?
4. In what kinds of misfortune does the Red Cross

help? The stories of the McClenny nurses, the

Johnstown flood and the Russian famine are of especial

interest. The Red Cross Magazine, for May, 1918,

has an admirable poem: ^'It was the Road to Jeri-

cho/' by Annie F. Johnston.



CHAPTER XI

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

6. Honor and Chivalry

Learn Hebrews 2 : 9-10.

Read in I Samuel 24, 26, the account of David sparing his sleeping

enemy, Saul. Was David right in doing this when by the death of

Saul the nation might have been better ruled? Is it ever right to do

evil that good may come? Give an example.

Learn an Invocation by Beatrice Barry in The Battle Line of

Democracy, published by the Committee on Public Information, Washing-

ton, 1917.

Method of Approach

Honor is a clear, single-minded ideal. It keeps us

from tipping from side to side. The double-minded

man is unstable in all his ways, because he has no

firm standard: ^'This is right, that is wrong." Read
Charlotte M. Yonge's A Book of Golden Deeds, p. 67.

Regulus was released by the Carthaginians on giving

his word of honor that he would return to Carthage

and deliver himself up to the enemy. Might he not

easily have escaped? No! not if he were Regulus.

Honor brought him back. ^^I am not ignorant that

death and torture await me, but what are these com-

pared to the shame of an infamous action!" Honor is

loyalty to conviction and to purpose, regardless of the

cost. Read Boy Scouts of America, by Ernest Thomp-
son Seton. After discussing the training needed to

gain merit badges, take up the chapter on '^Chivalry,"

p. 263. Read the letter from Theodore Roosevelt on

p. 389.
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Questions for the Class

1. Is it a good plan for a teacher to put her class on
its honor when she leaves the room? Why, or why
not? Why does it make you feel differently to be put
on yoiu* honor?

2. Lincoln, when a clerk in a country store, once

made a mistake in counting change. As soon as he

was free from the day's work he walked twenty miles

to restore a few cents. Does this seem to you too

high a standard of honor, or not?

3. A poor old man gets into the street-car. The
conductor passes him accidentally without taking his

fare. Since the company is rich and the old man
poor, is it right for him to say nothing?

4. Who among us should be specially honored?

Ought the rich or the poor to be honored more? Whom
did Jesus especially honor?

5. '' Everybody does it, so why should not I?"

Is this excuse ever honorable?

6. What acts do you think are always dishonorable?

7. "I could not love thee, dear, so much,

Loved I not honor more."

To Lucasta, on going to the Wars, by Richard Lovelace.

Is this a true standard? Ought one to love honor
more than any person? *

8. How can we best do honor to men? To God?
We have many symbols of homage. Men raise their

hats to women as if to stand bareheaded in their

presence. Women bow in honor to express humility.

When a funeral procession passes we honor the spirit

of the dead and express our silent sympathy by wait-

* Once when I asked my class this question I got the answer: "Lucasta
was honor on a small scale. If he did not love honor on the large scale, he
could not love it in the small edition."
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ing for it to pass before crossing the street. Men
and boys should at such times take off their hats.

The Chinese, on receiving a friend's letter, do it honor

by placing it for an instant on the forehead. All

soldiers honor the flag by saluting it. Every citizen

should rise when our national anthem is played. But
there are deeper ways of honor. We honor our friends

by refraining from saying mean things behind their

back; we honor our country by resolving to serve it

and not by spread-eagle talk; we honor God by never

swerving from His truth.

9. What does the text ^'In honor preferring one

another" mean? Give an example. Why should we
not treat another exactly the same as ourselves,

instead of giving him preference? I suppose because

the temptation to put ourselves first lies heavy in the

balance and to do generously we must tilt the scales

on the other side.



CHAPTER XII

AMERICA, AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR

7. Education

Read: Matthew 13: 44-48, 52: Notice especially the commenda-

tion Jesus gives to instruction in verse 52. Education gives exactly

that power to bring forth out of one's treasure things new and old.

Leaen: Proverbs 3: 13-17.

Read: An account of Thomas Edison's studies and experiments.

The Wonder-Workers, by Mary H. Wade, gives several incidents. See

also The Boy's Life of Edison, W. H. Meadowcroft (Harper Brothers).

Study the work of Boy and Girl Scouts and show how much of it is

vocational education, and how all of it trains us to take our part.

Am I exceptional in feeling that through all my
years at school I never learned what education was
for? My lessons were conscientiously finished and
often learned with interest, but the work was done for

marks or to satisfy the teacher, and not with any sense

of its value to me. This lesson is planned so that the

teacher will have a chance first to show in what ways
education counts in after life, and then to help the

class realize a little of the meaning of religious educa-

tion, so that they may be prepared for the lesson on
^^ The Church."

Method of Approach

During the lesson, bring out the following points:

Free education is both a tremendous gift from the

State to the scholar and a stern demand on him for

obedience. Compulsory education is right because the

nation needs trained citizens, and because:
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The uneducated are easily deceived, and may deceive

others;

They are shut out of most interesting and progressive

work;

They are forced into hand-labor and low pay;

They have fewer sources of enjoyment;
They are more open to superstition;

They are unaware of the past and less able to

prophesy the future.

Questions for the Class

1. In Massachusetts and many other States every

child under fourteen, no matter how poor, is forced

to go to school unless ill. Why is it right to have a
law which prevents many parents from doing what
they want with their children? Is compulsory edu-

cation better than voluntary?

2. What are the striking differences between an

educated and an uneducated person? Give an example

of each. At what age should education end?

3. When Phillips Brooks graduated from college he

greatly desired to become a school-teacher. In his

first attempt he was put in charge of a rough set of

boys who, as soon as his back was turned, amused
themselves by throwing pellets at one another. If he

had asked you for advice as to the management of

these boys, what would you have said?

4. If a girl has a strong dislike for mathematics, but

knows she must study it in order to pass her college

examinations, can she overcome her dislike for it, and
if so, how?

5. What school lesson seems to you the most inter-

esting, and why?
6. Professor James says: ''If you want to do your

best in an examination, fling away the book the day
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before, say to yourself, 'I won't waste another minute
on this miserable thing and I don't care one iota whether

I succeed or not.'" Is this good or bad advice, and
why?

7. What studies seem to you important, and why?
Is knowledge of the Bible important? Give reason

for your answer. What do you think is meant by
rehgious education? Is knowing the Bible part of it?

Is it the whole?

R. E. Bulletin No. 14, "What Religious Education Might Be," by
Dr. Durant Drake, Beacon Press, Boston, will help in answering the last

three questions. It will be mailed to any address on application to the
publishers.



CHAPTER XIII

INTERNATIONAL TIES

Read parts of "The World Family" by Fannie F. Andrews, in A
Course in Citizenship by Ella Lyman Cabot and others.

Read in Two Noble Lives, by Lam-a E. Richards, the account of Dr.

Samuel G. Howe's work in the Greek war of independence; James

Russell Lowell's poem "The Present Crisis." Have the class read

Boy Scouts Beyond the Sea, by Sir Robert Baden-Powell (Pearson,

London).

Learn "Britons and Guests," by Edith M. Thomas, quoted in The

Battle Line of Democracy.

Read Acts 17. Here are described some of the early-

beginnings of international ties in religion. Paul did

not at this time convert many of the Greeks. The
author of Acts mentions only Dionysius and Damaris

by name. Yet from this tiny and ardent flame con-

version was to spread all over Europe and America

—

a marvelous fact that you cannot make too dramatic.

When we care as much for our cause as Paul cared to

spread the knowledge of '^Christ crucified/^ no dis-

couragement will matter.

Method of Approach

Take up the firmly twisted international ties that

unite us to Europe. Some of these are scientific ties.

Working under the Rockefeller Foundation in New
York as one of the regular staff is a Japanese, Dr.

Noguchi, a most skillful bacteriologist, who is giving

all his time to the discovery and cure of germ diseases.
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There is hope that at any time he may discover a
cm-e for the scourge of infantile paralysis.

The Boy Scouts help unite the world by their service.

Use the illustrations given in the lesson, and let the

class furnish others.

A union of interest when nations become allies in

war helps to strengthen international ties. Add from

your own knowledge and that of the class to the

material offered in the pupils' book. The celebration

of July 4 as Liberty Day by France, Italy and even

England gives one good illustration. Bastille Day as

observed in the United States is another.

To which of the other nations do the members of

your class feel most closely united, and why?

Topics for Class Discussion

Take up one or more of these topics as you have
time:

1. Dr. Jenner's help in the cure of smallpox in

France.

2. The Belgian Relief work under the Rockefeller

Foundation (1915). (Read Women of Belgium, by
Charlotte Kellogg.)

3. Dr. Richard Strong's work in freeing Servia from

typhus fever.

4. Clara Barton's help to Russia during the Greek

famine. {History of the Red Cross, by Clara Barton.)

5. The Boxer Indemnity, and the use China made
of the money.

6. The saving of food by America for the Allies in

1918,



CHAPTER XIV

THE PAST

Before giving this lesson, read Maurice Maeterlinck's essay on "The
Past," in The Buried Temple (Dodd, Mead & Co.). This is too subtle

a paper to give pupils of fifteen years, but it is one of the most enhght-

eniug essays I know, and one of the most beautiful. Notice especially

p. 244.

Read the chapter on "Habit" in WiUiam James' Talks to Teachers *

or in his briefer Psychology.

f

Read: Acts 26: 1-32. This is Paul's own story of his persecution

of the church, and of his conversion.

Leakn: John 12: 24: "Verily, verily, I say unto you. Except a grain

of wheat fall into the earth and die, it abideth by itseK alone; but if

it die, it beareth much fruit."

I THINK of this lesson as a chance to make life seem
more of a whole, united in God's thought. The past

is not over; it is not irretrievable; it is not lost; it

is safe in the keeping of Him to whom a thousand

years are as one day.

The past is with us when we choose, and in what
ways we choose. WTiat shall we choose from its

treasury?

Method of Approach

In what ways did the apostle Paul dwell on his past?

Did it make him hopeless? Did it make him unhappy?
Did it make him humble? What does conversion

mean? Would Paul have been a greater help to the

church if he had always been a Christian? Why, or

why not?

* Talks to Teachers on Psychology and to Students on Some of Life's

Ideals, by William James, Hem-y Holt & Co.

t Psychology (American Science Series, Briefer Course) . Hem-y Holt
& Co.
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WTiat does the saying of Jesus about the grain of

wheat mean with reference to this lesson?

Discuss not only the value but the danger of the

past. (For example, the caste system in many Eu-
ropean countries, with ancient pri\dleges of the rich

or aristocratic families.) In national reforms we are

met again and again with the assertion, ''You can't

change that; it has existed for centuries." Yet the

past can be conquered. Describe the triumphs of

civihzation over tyranny, over slavery, over drunken-

ness, over the subjection of women. Ease of falling

into the error of ''It has always been that way."

Discuss the struggle to free oneself from the grip of

the past,—for example, in personal life, from our own
past bad habits. "I have always had a bad temper."

"I am naturally unpunctual." No habit is ineradi-

cable. The past can be T\Tenched from its control by
a strong will and by definite practice.

Questions for the Class

Ask the class during the week to TVTite answers to the

following questions, and if possible send them in before

Sunday, so that you can look them through and know
better what points to bring out.

1. WHiat do we owe to the past?

2. How much could a clever person accomplish if

all past inventions were swept away? What would

the doctor miss? The engineer? The architect?

3. WTiat events and people stand out in your past?

Why were they important? Give one or more in-

cidents.

4. Is any past habit ineradicable? Give an example.

5. What is the danger of the past? Do you know
the meaning of the word "mortmain"?



CHAPTER XV

THE PRESENT

In preparation for this lesson read Bishop Brent's book on Presence,

Introduction, and chapter 1,

Read: "The Use of Time," in Everyday Ethics, by Ella Lyman
Cabot, p. 325.

Method of Approach

Read to the class ''The Three Questions," by Leo
Tolstoi, in Twenty-three Tales, translated by A. and
E. Maude. This is a rare and striking story. It

cuts into our memory wiih sl delicate impress the

value of the present, in word and deed.

Learn: ''So teach us to number our days, that we
may apply our hearts unto wisdom" (Psalm 90: 12).

Discuss our power to keep these things present : our

future plans, our ideals, our promises, our friends.

Questions for the Class

1. "Never put off till to-morrow what you can do
to-day." Is this always a good rule? Give an
example.

2. Read Luke 10: 38-42. Did Martha or Mary
spend her time best? Which was the more practical

in the largest sense of the word "practical"?

3. What is the meaning of the saying "For a thou-

sand years in Thy sight are but as yesterday"?

4. Are hard experiences worse when you face them
beforehand or when they actually happen? Why?

5. Look round the room. How many things can

you see in thirty seconds, and then recall as in a picture?

6. Ask for written answers to three questions which

you will select from Everyday Ethics, p. 429.



CHAPTER XVI

THE FUTURE

Leaen: "Opportunity," by Edward Rowland Sill.

Read: II Corinthians, chapter 4.

Read: J. Paterson Smyth, How We Got Our Bible, pp. 80 to 83.

Learn: Ephesians 6: 10-18.

Method of Approach

In preparation for this lesson read Maeterlinck's

Wisdom and Destiny, translated by Alfred Sutro

(Dodd, Mead & Co.), p. 29, sections 9 to 16.

Read in The Workers, Part I, ''The East," by Walter

Wyckoff, the account of his plan to cross the continent

penniless and earn his way. He sought to control the

future. How far did his strength of purpose help him
to succeed?

An extract from The Workers is to be found in

Everyday Ethics by Ella Lyman Cabot, p. 79. This

story will be found universally interesting if graphically

told.

Questions for the Class

1. Is the future real or unreal?

2. In what ways is our future in our own power?

3. What helps to make any future successful?

4. What good, if any, comes out of failure in ath-

letics?

:= 5. If you had a perfectly free choice, what work

would you take up, and why?
6. Is there any meaning in luck? How far is this
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line from Tennyson true: ''Man is man, and master
of his fate"?

7. Read Julius CcBsar, Act III, Scene 2, and say

whether Caesar was wrongly ambitious, and what is

the difference between right and wrong ambition.

Is the ambition to get rich or to win praise, good or

bad?
If contentment is the opposite of ambition, is it a

virtue or a sin?

Can a person be perfectly contented and yet do the

best work possible?

8. Would Napoleon have been a greater or a less

great man if he had had less am^bition?

9. A man said to a friend of his, '^I can't waste my
time in getting rich." Does this seem to you a mse
or a foolish remark, and why?

Is there anything we can set our hearts to reach

unreservedly?

10. Ought a person to be wholly satisfied with any
accomplishment? Is it right or wrong to try to be
perfect in every piece of work we undertake?

11. Harvard is ambitious to defeat Yale at football,

and every Harvard man hopes that his own college

will win every time. Is this feeling wholly right, or

can it be carried too far?



CHAPTER XVII

THE CHURCH
Before beginning this lesson, read for your own inspiration The God

We Trust, by Professor Johnston Ross, chapter 2, or What Men Live By,

by Richard C. Cabot, chapter 30.

Learn: "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom" (Psahn

111:10).

"So teach us to number our days that we may apply our hearts unto

wisdom" (Psahn 90: 12).

"Labor not for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat which

endureth unto everlasting hfe" (John 6: 27).

"I have meat to eat that you know not of. . . . My meat is to do the

will of Him that sent me" (John 4: 32, 34).

Method of Approach

Begin with this incident: A letter written by a boy
in the trenches during the spring of 1917 contained

these words: ''There are just three things absolutely

essential in the trenches,— food, work, and God."
This experience was undoubtedly a surprise to the

soldier himself. Living happily at home, he might

well have made a different list of essentials. We need

God most whenever we face a great and new experience.

That is why you find men in times of great danger

searching for light from God. You find this search

for God in time of trial most evidently set forth in the

Psalms and in the book of Job. Let the class read

Psalm 46, and from the story of Job, chapters 38

and 39, where God answers Job out of the whirl-

wind. There are times when the most absorbing,

pressing desire in the world is this: ''Oh! that I knew
where I might find Him!" The same longing is ex-

pressed in the words: "My heart and my flesh cry out

for the living God." We must find something firm
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in this changing world. Churches and Sunday schools

have sprung up in many lands to forestall this tremen-

dous need, to make the assurance of God firm so

that it will hold through any trial. Bring out the

value of the Bible in helping us to win this assurance.

Its value can be shown on many sides,—its literary

beauty, historic importance, moral guidance, its

religious truth and human helpfulness.

The Story of our Bible, by Harold B. Hunting (Scrib-

ner's), chapters 31 and 32, gives in attractive form a
sketch of the author and the story of the book of Job.

''The book of Job," says Mr. Hunting, '4s just what
we need to-day to help us to stand on our own feet, to

see with our eyes, to think our own thoughts, and to

follow the truth, wherever it may lead."

For a touching picture of the value of religion and
the Bible in a humble life, read the story of an old

woman in her tenement home given at the close of the

sermon on ''God" by Samuel R. Calthrop. (Free

Tract List, No. 68, American Unitarian Association,

Boston. P. 19.)

Questions for the Class

1. What building do you consider the most important
in your town? Why do we have churches? In what
ways are they important and useful? How long

have men had places of worship? Why have they

endured so long?

2. If a boy asked you, "What is the use of going to

church?" what would you answer?

3. What is the most widely known book ever written?

What is its value to you? Why are soldiers in the

trenches supplied mth Bibles?

4. Are churches and Bibles necessary for the re-

ligious life of the individual? Of the community?
Give reasons for your answers.



CHAPTER XVIII

OUR DEPENDENCE ON GOD

In preparation for this lesson read Phillips Brooks' sermon "The
Symbol and the ReaHty."

Method of Approach

Read Psalm 139 and learn verses 7-12. This very

beautiful Psalm gives clear and steadfast ideas of God.

Bring out these especially:

Verses 2, 3. God knows all we do. Even our most
secret actions are before him. The word ^

' compassest '^

is also translated ^^winnowest." God blows away our

self-deceit as if it were chaff. Question: How far do

you suppose it is true that most wrong deeds are dis-

covered sooner or later?

Verses 2, 4. He knows our thought afar off. Afar,

even from ourselves, before it is quite clear and long

before it is spoken. To live purely before God we
must control our thought as well as our word. Ques-

tion: Do people's thoughts show in their faces? Give

an example.

Verse 5. God lays His hand upon us. What hap-

pens to us is more than our own choice. Ask for

examples of such events.

Verses 7-12. Nothing separates us from God,

neither distance nor darkness. Cf. St. Paul's '^What

shall separate us from the love of Christ?" Analyze

the list he gives : Romans 8 : 35-39.

Verse 15. God knows us before we know ourselves,

before we have any independent life. Try to imagine
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yourself non-existent. It is impossible. You still are

looking on at life. In God we have lived since time

began.

Bring out the many signs that religion is all about
us in daily life and often shown in unintended ways.

Whenever we say ''good-bye'^ we are quite uncon-
sciously speaking of God. Our great festivals are

largely expressions of rehgious gratitude. As an in-

stance of this give an account of the first Thanks-
giving in New England. Hospitals were for a long

time built and managed by the rehgious orders. In

law courts an oath is taken as a religious act; every-

one w^ho accepts pubhc ofiice in this country must
declare his allegiance to the laws of the nation and
State, and, holding up his hand, swear, ^^So help me
God.^' In Congress chaplains open the sessions with

prayer that the members in their debates may become
more conscious that they are called to do God's mil.

In all that is deepest and dearest even non-religious

men find it almost impossible not to appeal to God.
During the European war that began in 1914, men
in the trenches who had never joilied the church came
by thousands to join communion classes. In a sudden
great danger an oft-quoted atheist was heard exclaim-

ing, ^^O God, if there is a God, save my soul, if I have
a soul." Even he could not escape calling on the God
to him unknown.
Read, if you possibly can, for it is too noble to miss,

the last chapter in The Voyages of Captain Scott, by
Charles Turley (Dodd, Mead & Co.). Part of this

chapter was also published in Everybody's Magazine
for October, 1913. Show the class how constant is

Scott's reference to God's will.

Our nation has from the first recognized its depend-

ence on God. Here are three famous utterances on
this subject:
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(a) ''Our ancestors founded their government on
morality and religious sentiment. They were brought

hither by their high veneration of the Christian rehg-

ion. They journeyed by its Ught and labored in its

hope. They sought to incorporate it with the elements

of their society, and to diffuse its influences through all

their institutions, civil, political, social, and educa-

tional.

Daniel Webster: On the First Settlement of New England.

(h) ^'1 have lived a long time, and the longer I live

the more convincing proofs I see of this truth—that

God governs in the affairs of men. We have been
assured, Sir, in the Sacred Writings, that 'except the

Lord build the house they labor in vain that build it.'

I firmly believe this, and I also believe that without

His concurring aid we shall succeed in this political

building no better than the builders of Babel.''

Benjamin Franklin, in Address before the Convention which

framed the National Constitution.

(c) "Of all dispositions and habits which lead to

political prosperity, religion and morality are indis-

pensable supports. Reason and experience both forbid

us to expect that national morality can prevail in

exclusion of religious principles."

Washington, in the Farewell Address.

Questions foe the Class

1. God is . How many passages from our
Bible can you quote which put a single word in that

space? (See John 4:24, R. V. margin; 1 John 1:5;
4: 16.) Which one helps you best to realize God?

2. In what ways may we know what is the will of

God?
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3. Is it right to depend on God to do what we might

do for ourselves? Give reasons for your answer.

4. A famous httle book of reUgion is named The
Practice of the Presence of God.^ Can we do what
this title suggests? How?

* The Practice of the Presence of God, Brother Lawrence, The Griffith

and Rowland Press, Philadelphia, 20 cents.



CHAPTER XIX

OUR DEPENDENCE ON ONE ANOTHER

Read: I Corinthians 12, and Ephesians 4: 1-16. Note especially

verse 16, a remarkable analysis of the value of united living.

Leaen: Emerson's "Each and All," Poems (Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany), p. 4.

Method of Approach

Discuss the following aspects of our dependence on
one another:

1. On our parents: for life, protection, trust, gener-

osity, sympathy. Read ''Fathers and Sons" in A
Book of Golden Deeds by C. A. Yonge.

2. On the people of many nations. Read ''Our

Multitude of Helpers," in Ethics for Children, p. 196,

or A Course in Citizenship, pp. 334 to 336, and 342 to

347.

3. On each other's truth and honesty. For example:
loyal workmen, Indians under Plymouth Colony.

Negative examples: spies in time of peace, treachery

dming the Middle Ages.

4. On friendship. Read Bacon's Essay on Friend-

ship.

5. On care in illness. Doctors. Nurses. Pure
drugs.

6. On help in emergencies. National and inter-

national aid. Read The Friendship of Nations, by
Lucille Gulliver.

7. Help in standards of right.
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Questions for the Class

1. When Robinson Crusoe was shipwrecked and
alone on a desert island, was he dependent on other

men? What did he owe to his past? To science?

To Rome? To Greece? To England?

2. Is the reliable person likely to be successful even
if he is not clever? Why, or why not?

3. Read Matthew 21:28-31. Which is better of

the two men? Why?
4. Do you want to be dependent or independent?

Give examples.

5. Ought we ever to depend on our wealth? Our
reputation?



CHAPTER XX

EVERYBODY'S INTERESTS

Method of Approach

Read the story of Jephtha's daughter (Judges 11:

29-40) or of the Judgment of Solomon (1 Kings 3:

16-28). Either of these will bring out the human
ties of love and religion. Let each of the class take

five minutes to write a list of the things that every-

body is interested in,—something, for instance, that

would interest the Esquimaux as well as the French,

the Indian, and the African. The necessities of life and
shelter, decoration or what may be broadly called art

in some form; family ties; national ties or the ties of

small clans or groups; friendship; the great events of

birth, marriage, death, with their attendant ceremo-

nies, and some form of religion, even if the most super-

stitious, may be among the ideas brought out. The
class may suggest that not every person cares for all

of these, and this of course must be granted; neverthe-

less these interests are the far-reaching, normal interests

of the world. They unite us with one another and
help us to understand one another. Not only are all

normal people interested in family, home, and friends;

they are also stirred by heroism and moved by honor.

And when we are brought nearer to universal deeds

of courage we transcend time and space. The story

of the crucifixion may be spoken of here. Missionaries

in strange lands as they tell the story win the moved
interest of their hearers, for there is no sane person

who does not thrill with longing and gratitude when a
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man consecrates or lays down his life in order to help

others.

Tell here the story of Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell, begin-

ning with an account of his first facing of religion.

Everyone knows about Dr. Grenfell, and not a few
American boys have been mth him in his work among
the deep-sea fishers of Labrador. But why did he
choose this work? He himself has told us. When he
was studying medicine in London he wandered one day
among the slums of the East End. Hearing the sound
of singing within, he walked through the flaps of a
great white tent. A service was going on inside and
Grenfell, who came from ciu-iosity, remained from
conviction. A new insight came to him. '^As I left,

I came to the conclusion that my religious life was a
humbug," he wrote in A Bit of Autobiography. ^'1

vowed in future that I would either give it up or make
it real." And make it real he did. At the end of his

medical training he gave up his original plan of ''going

into practice and making a lot of money," and joined

the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen as a doctor. In
Labrador he found the way to exemplify religion, by
setting up sawmills and a seal-boot factory, by build-

ing hospitals, by healing the sick. ''When you
set out to commend your gospel to men who don't

particularly want it," says Dr. Grenfell, "there's only

one way to go about it—to do something for them
that they'll be sure to understand."*

* Read A Man's Faith, Wilfred T. Grenfell (Pilgrim Press) , especially

pages 15 and 16, and 20 to 35. See also Grenfell of Labrador, p. 27, by James
Johnston (London, S. W. Partridge).



V
CHAPTER XXI

INTERESTS AS SOURCES OF HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS

Leakn: Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter

into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father

who is in heaven (Matthew 7: 21).

Read Matthew 13: 1-23.

For illustrations of the nature of interest read Will-

iam James' chapter on ''Interests'' in his Talks to

Teachers (Holt & Co.). Use the questions on p. 379
of Everyday Ethics, by Ella Lyman Cabot, and read
chapter 9 in the same book. Read in Masters of Fate,

by Sophie Shaler, the chapter relating to Fawcett.
Learn at the close of the hour, or as home work,

Matthew Arnold's poem ''East London.'^

East London

'Twas August, and the fierce sun overhead

Smote on the squalid streets of Bethnal Green,

And the pale weaver, through his windows seen

In Spitalfields, look'd thrice dispirited.

I met a preacher there I knew, and said:

"111 and o'erworked, how fare you in this scene?"

"Bravety!" said he, "for I of late have been

Much cheered with thoughts of Christ, the limng breads

human soul! as long as thou canst so

Set up a mark of everlasting light,

Above the howling senses' ebb and flow,
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To cheer thee, and to right thee if thou roam

—

Not with lost toil thou labourest through the night!

Thou mak'st the heaven thou hop'st indeed thy home.

Matthew Arnold.

Method of Approach

Interest is always an ^'interesting" subject. It will

be easier to rouse the class than to steer it. Keep a
firm hand at the start on your subject and guide toward
its climax. Tell the class about Henry Fawcett, the
blind postmaster of England. The story may be told

in somewhat the following way:
When I think how loyalty to our ties of family, of

work, and of the nation, really makes us what we are,

I often remember Henry Fawcett, the blind Postmaster-
General of England. At the age of twenty-two years
he had severe trouble with his eyes and was told by
his physician to wear special glasses and to take a
year's rest from study. One day he went out shoot-
ing with his father. Some partridges rose before
them and flew toward a field that was private property
and therefore one that the Fawcetts could not cross.

Hemy moved quickly to forestall the birds in reaching
this field, and his father, eager to shoot and unaware
that his son had changed his position, fired just as
Henry moved. The bird-shot struck Henry's glasses

and he was instantly and irrevocably blinded.

In ten minutes, as he said afterward, he had re-

solved what to do. First of all, he must make his

father happy by helping him to feel that he had not
ruined his son's life. Secondly, he resolved that he
would carry out his plan of being a la\\yer just as if

nothing had happened. Even by the time he had
reached home he was able to speak cheerily to his

father, and, when his sister came to meet him, to say
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simply that he had had an accident and wished that she

would come and read to him a httle while. He began
at once to study law with a tutor; and he planned for

himself all the recreation possible to a blind man. He
learned to play the piano; he skated with a comrade,

so fast, indeed, that the latter could hardly keep up
with him. He even rode to hounds. And all the

while the thought that his father must be made to

feel happy about him spurred him on. Health, youth,

energy of mind, led him dauntlessly to his end. He
went through the law school, took up the study of

political economy, was appointed professor, wrote

several books, ran for Parliament, spoke in the House,

and finally was made Postmaster-General of England.

Almost never did he speak of his handicap. Self

pity is no characteristic of the English. Only once

when running for Parliament he faced the necessity

of breaking silence lest the voters should think his

blindness a bar to his usefulness. At a very excited

and disorderly meeting on the eve of his election,

Fawcett said, ^'You do not know me now, but you
shall know me in the course of a few minutes." Then
he told briefly the story of his accident, the sudden
darkening of the beauty of nature, and the narrowing

of opportunities in life. He added: ^'It was a blow
to a man, but in ten minutes I had made up my mind
to face the difficulty bravely. I will never ask for

sympathy, but I demand to be treated as an equal."

So throughout his life, and despite his handicap,

Fawcett held loyally to his ties of work, family, and
nation.
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SPECIAL CHOICES

Read: Mark 10: 17-27.

Learn: Ralph Waldo Emerson's "Days."

Read: "Heroes of the Plague," in A Book of Golden Deeds, by Charlotte

M. Yonge.

Method of Approach

Read for your own preparation Harry E. Fosdick^s

The Manhood of the Master, chapter 10.

Give out a week ahead the questions in Everyday

Ethics, p. 381, by Ella L^Taan Cabot, and ask for

written answers. These may be discussed in class.

Read over Noble Lives and Noble Deeds, edited by
Edward A. Horton, pp. 13-15, 103-105; and chapter

10 in Everyday Ethics.

With a class of boys discuss athletic interests and
where they lead. What becomes of the great athletes?

Do they usually succeed in Hfe? IMuscular Chris-

tianity: What does it mean? Do we need it? Why?
When Grenfell began to teach in a Sunday school in

the poorest parts of London, the boys behaved so

badly that he started a class in boxing during the w^eek.

Was this a good plan? Why or why not?

With a class of girls discuss first-aid classes, nursing,

and social service as appealing interests. Find out, if

you can, what they now consider of interest as a life

work. Read in preparation The Good Neighbor, by
Mary E. Richmond.
What special choice did Jesus make for his life work?

Let each of the class find a text that states his aim;

e.g., John 4: 34.
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UNIVERSAL SERVICE

Leaen: Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness;

and all these things shall be added unto you (Matthew 6: 33).

Re.\d: I Cormthians 9: 16-27.

Read: William James' "Moral Equivalents for War" in Memories

and Studies.

Method of Approach

Read to the class the parts of ^' Moral Equivalents

for War" that describe James' ideal of universal service

to the nation. Is James' proposal for universal service

a good one? Why or why not?

Is ^^ Safety First" a good jnotto? What would
George Washington or Benjamin Franklin have thought

of the idea? Was the Declaration of Independence

a ''safe" proposition? Was it quite sane to oppose

the trained army of England with our raw troops?

Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson thought not of

safety first; they thought first of the honor and integ-

rity of their nation. The Pilgrim fathers were pecul-

iarly unsafe as they sailed in fragile boats toward an
inhospitable land. Yet they found what they sought:

freedom to worship God.

Let every member of the class make a permanent
choice for the whole year as to what way he wiU be

helpful. There are chances now for everyone. Read
the Boy Scout and the Girl Scout manuals for sugges-

tions, and take up the detailed work of the Junior

Leagues under the Women's Municipal League of

Boston, or something of a shnilar kind in your own
locahty.
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Questions for the Class *

Is our life now too hard or too ^'soft"? Is it better

for our character to do what we Uke or what we dis-

like? Can the martial type of character be bred

without war?
Do we want the martial type of character? If not,

what do we want?
Discipline is the training which gives power to

do accurately and continuously what we mean to do.

How is discipline gained? Does it differ from military

obedience?

Is the disciphned athlete or pianist freer or less free

than the untrained?

Read ^^The Telegraph Operator/' in Heroes of Every-

day Life, by Fanny E. Coe, pp. 26-34.

* These questions shoiild be answered in writing as a preparation

for the discussion of the following lesson on War for Righteousness,
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CHAPTER XXIV

WAR FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS

Read if possible an article entitled ''An Interim Religion," by Leon-

ard P. Jacks, in the Hibbert Journal for April, 1916. This is too ad-

vanced to read in class, but the ideas of peace and war it brings out will

be most valuable for class discussion.

Read: "The Soldier's Field," in Addresses, by Henry L. Higginson

(Houghton Mifflin Company).

Read: Ephesians 6: 10-20.

Learn: Hebrews 4: 12: 'Tor the word of God is quick, and power-

ful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the di-

viding asunder of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart."

Learn:

"Though Love repine, and Reason chafe,

There came a voice without reply,

—

' 'Tis man's perdition to be safe,

When for the truth he ought to die.'"

R. W. Emerson, "Sacrifice."

Method of Approach

Discuss the meaning of a righteous war. What are

the noble sides of war. (a) War means discipUne.

Do Americans need discipHne? Is war the best kind

of discipUne? Or is the obedience unintelUgent? (h)

War means self-sacrifice. When and how far is seK-

sacrifice desirable? (c) War means heroism. It is

surprising and enheartening to find how quickly and
steadily courage is shown in war. Miss Kathleen
Burke, organizer of the Scottish Women's Hospital

Unit, tells this story. General Joffre, reviewing a body
of French troops home from the front, said: ^^ Touch the
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sleeve of any one of them as they pass.'^ Then as she

did he added, ''You have touched a hero."

(d) Service in factories, or fields; in army, or navy,
or hospital during a righteous war means going back
from the branches to our common trunk, our common
roots. We leave our separate tasks to give all to the

nation. It makes us realize what we owe our country,

and how powerless we should be without its help. The
sap of a common patriotism flows through a united

nation.

(e) War may, then, bring to young men responsi-

bility, union in noble comradeship, the love of their

nation, the readiness to sacrifice all. To women, too,

war may bring increased love for their nation, chances
for tender human service, the increase of responsi-

bility and sacrifice, self-forgetfulness, and insistence on
reality.

But these great gains are possible in peace also if

we have the imagination and the will to serve. There-
fore we need to study the disciplines of peace.

It may well be that you will want to end this lesson

with a theme of devotion far apart from war. An
admirable story is that of Captain Thomas A. Scott,

Master Diver, by F. Hopkinson Smith (American Uni-
tarian Association). The story in shorter form will

be found in an earlier book in this course, Heroic Lives,

by Albert R. Vail (The Beacon Press).

Questions for the Class

1. Why does reason in times of peace chafe against

war? Is war ever right? (Surely, yes.) Is it the

ideal method of attaining an end? (Surely, no.) What
better methods are there? When is war right? What
are the motives that led the United States into war
with Germany? (Quote from President Wilson's mes-
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sage of April 2, 1917: ''Our object is to vindicate the
principles of peace and justice in the life of the world
as against selfish and autocratic power.")

2. Ought war always to be a preparation for peace?
In what way can we prepare for the gospel of peace?

3. What does ''the sword of the spirit/' used in the

quotation from Ephesians, mean? Why is truth an
important kind of armor against evil? Do oonstant
liars or constant truth-speakers succeed best?

4. Lincoln said: "Men of America, history through
the centuries has been teaching us that might makes
right. Let it be our mission in this nineteenth century

to reverse the maxim and to declare that right makes
might.'' Give an example to show how right makes
might.

5. What did Emerson mean in the verse you are to

learn? What illustrations of this truth can you think

of in history?
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THE DISCIPLINES OF PEACE

Learn: Epistle of James, 1:2-4.

Read: Kipling's "William the Conqueror." This is a vivid story of

work during an East Indian famine.

Method of Approach

Discuss the question, Did Jesus put peace first in

his teaching? Let the class look up texts and inci-

dents on both sides; e.g., Matthew 5:3, 9; Matthew
23:13-33; Luke 22:49-51; John 18: 10-11. Jesus

put just one thing first,—the kingdom of God and His
righteousness (Matthew 6:33). When you put any-

thing first, everything else is second, or subordinate, as

the case may be. Jesus could not put a state of peace

first, because for him righteousness and nothing else was
first. But Jesus knew that love is a far greater con-

queror than hate (Matthew 5:43-45). Others speak

of war to the death; his message is of love to the

creation of life (John 10: 10).

Show the power of gentle things, as contrasted with

strong or resistant forces. The dehcate saxifrage

breaks down rocks; the knees of pilgrims wear away
the stones; a kind and considerate statement makes
one want to improve, while a harsh one rouses oppo-

sition. (See Proverbs 15: 1.)

Bring out the disciplines of peace. The time when
a country is not at war should neither seem, nor be, an
easy, placid, quiescent time. It should call forth the

energy, the spiritual adventure, the sturdy power of

resistance of the young. For what were soldiers needed

in the earthquake at San Francisco? In the disaster
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at Halifax? Do you know some great cause which
will demand disciplined workers? Can you name one
in which they are not needed?

Learn Kipling's ^^If."* A corresponding set of

lines, ^'An If for Girls, '^ by EUzabeth Lincoln Otis,

may better please a girl's class.f All will enjoy Vital

Lampada (The Torch of Life), by Henry Newbolt,
which shows how play and games furnish the discipline

which lasts from youth into the later times of toil and
stress. It is quoted in Problems of Boyhood, F. W.
Johnson (U. of C. Press), p. xxiv, and in Talks to Young
People on Ethics, C. H. Wilson (Scribner's), p. 124.

Questions for the Class

1. What chances are there to make great sacrifices

in times of peace?

2. Which are the stronger, hard materials or soft?

What makes for strength? Why does a soft answer
turn away wrath? Give an example.

3. Think of the word '^ peace" and describe the

picture it calls up in your mind. Are there better

kinds of peace?

4. Milton, in ^'Paradise Lost," says, ^^Who over-

comes by force hath overcome but half his foe."

What is the other half? What besides force may be

used to overcome the foe?

5. The Epistle of James says, '^ Count it all joy

when you fall into temptation," and in the Lord's

Prayer we say, ^^Lead us not into temptation." Is

temptation a good or a hannful experience? On
what does this depend?

* In the volume entitled Rewards and Fairies. It may also be obtained
on cards costing five or ten cents each, according to style, from Doubleday,
Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

t May be found in The Beacon, Vol. Ill, No. 23. Price 5 cents. The
Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST DISEASE

Read: Luke 7: 1-23. Luke's story contrasts two beautiful, tender

incidents, the cure of the loved servant of the rich and generous cen-

turion, and the cure of the widow's only son. Show how Jesus cared

equally for each of these, not as rich or poor, but as human and lovable.

Read extracts from The Life of Pasteur, by Rene Vallery-Radot,

Doubleday, Page & Co. Or, review ''Heroes of the Plague," from

A Book of Golden Deeds, by Charlotte M. Yonge, pp. 287-295.

Shall I Drink f by Joseph H. Crooker (Pilgrim Press), wdll furnish

the facts about the use of alcohol.

Method of Approach

Let each member of the class find a different exam-
ple of the healing of disease by Jesus. Which seems

the most interesting, and why? Did Jesus care more
for the cure of bodies or of souls? What texts, if any,

prove this point?

What diseases have been overcome by science?

Give an account of the conquest of yellow fever as

Dr. Howard Kelly tells it. Dr. Lazear, in the investi-

gations necessary to control yellow fever, allowed him-

self to be bitten by a germ-carrying mosquito, and
died. '^I wish,'' said his friend, Dr. Thayer, 'Hhat I

might be able to picture to you Lazear as a man and
companion. Quiet, retiring and modest to a fault, he

was yet a manly man with a good vigorous temper,

well controlled, and a rare physical courage, Tvith a

deep love of his profession, and an ardent desire to

make adequate contributions to its advance. . . .

When the news of his sad death became known, there

;
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were those who blamed what they regarded as un-

justified temerity; who felt that such risks were not

for married men. With these I cannot agree. No
man loved his family more than Lazear, but he was
engaged in a great work,—and he knew it,—in a work
where at the moment no substitute could take his place.

Lazear saw his duty clearly, and where he saw his duty,

fear and doubt could not enter in." *

Questions for the Class

In what ways can we help to decrease illness?

I, In relation to our own health. What ought

we to do in order to keep well? What ought we
to avoid? When should danger to health not be

avoided? Give illustrations.

II, In relation to the health of others. What
care should we take about oiu" family and school-

mates?
III, In relation to the health of the community.

What is the value of vaccination? Of quaran-

tine? Ought anyone to avoid these? What does

the community do to insure health? (See The
Teaching of Civics, Mabel Hill (Houghton Miffin

Company), pp. 38-43, for an admirable Hst.)

IV, In relation to the health of the world. How
can people be helped to know about pure food

and right living? Do you know the dangers of

the use of alcohol so that you could tell others?

Does legislation help toward conditions of health?

Show the need of supporting laws against the

traffic in liquor, opium and other drugs. Public

opinion is the power which makes laws.

* From Walter Reed and Yellow Fever, by Howard A. Kelly (McClure,
Phillips & Co.), pp. 285-286. The story is told in shorter form in Heroic

Lives (Vail), one of the earlier books in this course. The Beacon Press,

Boston.
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The pupils in your class may like to teach this

'^ Health Creed" to some younger children. It is

used in the public schools of Massachusetts.

Make clear just what you beheve in saying the first

line.

A Health Creed

My Body is the Temple of my Soul

—

Therefore:

I will keep my body clean within and without;

I ^ill breathe pure air and I will Hve in the sunlight;

I will do no act that might endanger the health of others;

I will try to learn and practice the rules of healthy Uving;

I will work and rest and play at the right time and in the right way,

so that my mind will be strong and my body healthy, and so that

I shall lead a useful life and be an honor to my parents, to my
friends and to my country.

In teaching this lesson never forget that the only

reason for preserving health is to have a spirited life to

give out when God calls for its expenditure. Pasteur,

like Lazear, gave his strength even to the last ounce
when it was needed.
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CHAPTER XXVIl

QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

1. Devotion

Read: Acts 20: 16-38.

Leaen: verses 22-24.

Read for your own inspiration |Phillips Brooks' sermon "Going up
to Jerusalem." The main ideas in it can be given to the class simply.

Method of Approach, and Questions

Devotion has many strands. Untwine as many of

these as you can.

A, Devotion is giving one^s full attention,

1. When you meet a new person, what do you
notice first about him or her? Why?

2. If you wanted to win a prize offered for a
home garden, for the best loaf of bread, for canned
fruits, or for an essay about a summer camp for

boys or girls, how would you go about it?

3. When does your mind wander? Under what
circumstances does it stay right on the subject

in hand?

B, Devotion is doing more than you are told.

Distinguish this from doing something different

from what you are told. No one would have
blamed Wilson or Scott for leaving their geologic

specimens behind when life was in danger, but
they did not do what men expected of them but
rather what devotion to their cause demanded.
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Give an example of success due to doing more
than you are told.

C. Devotion is carrying one's work out to the end, and
beyond!

Ought a captain to stay on his ship till it sinks?

Why or why not?

Z). Devotion involves self-control.

Can a bright person without self-control ac-

complish anything? Can he become an expert

violinist, football player, doctor?

Read Stover at Yale, by Owen Johnson, pp. 203

(bottom) to 212, and discuss the good and harm of

such methods of election to secret societies.

E. Devotion means putting aside all our weaknesses.

What faults would prevent success in a hard

undertaking? Laziness, fear, vacillation, are per-

haps the most obvious of these faults.

Read in class if you still have time a story from

Heroes of Everyday Life, by Fanny E. Coe.
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QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

2. Imagination

Read the account of the crucifixion from Luke (23: 26-46) and from

John (19:25-27).

Some incidents of the many-sided sympathy of Jesus are well grouped

in Studies of the Man Jesus Christ, by Robert E. Speer, pp. 89-94, imder

the heading ''Tenderness."

Read chapters 13, 14 in Everyday Ethics, by Ella Lyman Cabot.

Perhaps you will want to so plan the time of this

lesson that it may be taken up in preparation for

Easter. As the date of Easter changes each year this

can be done by altering the order of the lessons in-

cluded under '^ Qualities that Attract Success/' so that

^' Imagination" will^ome the Sunday before Easter.

Method of Approach

The imagination of Jesus is shown in its intensity

during the days when he was facing death. His long-

ing to share the full meaning of his experience is seen

in the passionate words, ^'With desire have I desired

to eat this passover with you before I suffer.'' Point

out different instances of Jesus' imaginative insight

into the lives of those around him, shown even more
than ever during the agony of the cross.

How few of us can be in acute suffering and still see

as intensely the needs of others! First notice Luke
23 : 27-28. He suffers with the lamenting multitude,

not for himself, but for them and for their dread future.
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Then watch his instant sympathy with the malefactors,

Luke 23:39-43. Even more marvelous is his last

prayer for his persecutors: ^'Father, forgive them; for

they know not what they do" (verse 34), and the tender

incident in John 19: 25-27.

Questions and Class Exercises

1. Use the questions on pp. 392 and 395 of Everyday

Ethics,

2. How do you need imagination in football? In

friendship? In helping the poor?

3. Let each pupil find a passage in the Gospels which

shows the power of imaginative sympathy in Jesus.

4. How do we train imaginative sympathy if we
lack it? It will help if one learns ''The FooFs Prayer,"

by Edward Rowland Sill, part of which is given below

:

The Fool's Prayer

The Royal feast was done; the King

Sought some new sport to banish care,

And to his jester cried: "Sir Fool,

Kneel now, and make for us a prayer!'

He bowed his head, and bent his knee

Upon the monarch's silken stool;

His pleading voice arose: "0 Lord,

Be merciful to me, a fool!

"These clumsy feet, still in the mire

Go crushing blossoms without end;

These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust

Among the heart-strings of a friend.
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"The ill-timed truth we might have kept

—

Who knows how sharp it pierced and stung?

The word we had not sense to say

—

Who knows how grandly it had rung?

"Our faults no tenderness should ask,

The chastening stripes must cleanse them all;

But for our blunders—oh, in shame

Before the eyes of heaven we fall."

The room was hushed; in silence rose

The King, and sought his gardens cool,

And walked apart, and murmured low,

"Be merciful to me, a fool!"
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CHAPTER XXIX

QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

3. Readiness to take Responsibility

Read: Matthew 12:9-14; Mark 2:23-28; Matthew 21:12-13,

2a-27.

For an interesting study of the fearlessness of Jesus, read Harry E.

Fosdick's The Manhood of the Master, pp. 102-115.

Jesus took a wholly fearless responsibility in going

counter to the Sabbath traditions and even more so

in breaking up the blasphemous custom of the money
changers. Notice in both cases that, though he was
wholly fearless of consequences, he based his respon-

sibility on the religion of his people to which they

themselves—not he—had been untrue. In Mark 2:

23-28, he refers back to David as eating the shew-
bread and thereby breaking the priestly code, and in

Matthew 21:12-13, he quotes from the words of

Jeremiah 7: 11: ^^Is this house, which is called by my
name, become a den of robbers in your eyes? Behold,

even I have seen it, saith the Lord."

Method of Approach

Discuss the differences between people who are

leaders and those who prefer not to have great respon-

sibilities, who are by temperament or training follow-

ers. Napoleon rose from obscurity because he was a

born leader. He was of humble birth, without money,
insignificant in stature, but he had the power of com-
mand. Contrast the late Czar Nicholas II of Russia,

and Lloyd George, as characters.
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Questions for the Class

Who seems to you to be a leader in your town?

What quaUties does it take to be a good leader? What
quaUties does it take to be a follower? Can the same
person be both a leader and a follower? Whom did

Jesus follow? Whom did he lead? Where was he

leading?

Read or tell the story of ^^The Petitioners for Par-

don/' in A Book of Golden Deeds, by Charlotte M.
Yonge, p. 337, or ''The Day Laborer," in Heroes of

Everyday Life, by Fanny E. Coe, p. 62.



CHAPTER XXX

QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

4. Tkuth

Read: A Lie Never Justifiable, by H. Clay Trumbull: chapter 4,

Definitions; 5, the Plea of Necessity.

Read: Success, by Frank Chapman Sharp. (This is Bulletin No.

565 of the University of Wisconsin.) Chapter on "Veracity," p. 135.

Learn : To this end have I been born, and to this end am I come into

the world, that I should bear witness unto the truth (John 18: 37).

Speak ye truth, each one -uith his neighbor, for we are members one

of another (Ephesians 4: 25).

Read: The follo^-ing verses from The Apocrypha:

Great is truth, and stronger than all things. All the earth calleth

upon truth, and the heaven blesseth her.

Truth abideth, and is strong forever; she liveth and conquereth for-

evermore. With her there is no acceptance of persons or rewards; but

she doeth the things that are just, and refraineth from all unrighteous

and wicked things; and all men do well like of her works. Neither in

her judgment is any unrighteousness; and she is the strength, and the

kingdom, and the power, and the majesty of all ages (I Esdras 4: 36,

38-40).

Method of Approach

The subject of truth-speaking is at once among the

easiest and the most difficult to teach. It is the

easiest because it instantly arouses keen interest.

Experience is right to the fore. It is among the most
difficult subjects just because experience, in rushing

to the fore, tumbles over itself. In my classes I have
often to hold back by deliberate postponement many
of the surging questions asked by the class, because
they confuse the presentation of the topic. I try to

keep the class to a careful orderliness in thought by
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beginning with definitions of truth-speaking and of

lying. The material in the '^ Teachers' Key'' of my
Everyday Ethics (pp. 413-420) is specially planned for

keeping the subject in order.

The chapters from Dr. Trumbull's book are full of

graphic illustrations which will help the teacher.

Professor Sharp's treatment is excellent, and his

questions on the theme (p. 24) are telling and stimu-

lating.

Save plenty of time at the end of the lesson to sum
up. Otherwise the subject will run away with the

hour.

Questions for the Class

1. Define untruthfulness. Can you tell a lie with-

out knowing it?

2. Can anyone lie by action without speaking?

Give an example.

3. Give an example of concealment which involves

lying and of concealment which does not.

4. Can anyone live up to the legal requirement of

speaking the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth? What can be done?

5. In what ways can we avoid tempting anyone else

to lie?

6. Can you be perfectly courteous without ever being

untruthful?
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CHAPTER XXXI

QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

5. Loyalty

Read: Matthew 7 : 13-29.

An admirable and most available study for this lesson is "The
Master's Loyalty to His Cause," from The Manhood of the Master, by

Harry E. Fosdick (Association Press).

Method of Approach

Here are two interesting and stimulating cases with

which to open the discussion of loyalty: 1. The um-
pire in an international championship game of tennis

made a decision in favor of the English player Doherty,

which both Doherty and his American opponent knew
was unfair. Instantly, with cool and obvious inten-

tion, Doherty in serving made two ''faults" to equalize

the game. Was this right or wrong on Doherty 's part?

2. In a track race between colleges two Cornell men
were obviously ahead of all the other colleges. One of

the two was already well-known as a college champion

;

the second was younger and had had no opportunity

before to distinguish himself. This race was his great

chance. The older man saw that the victory would in

any event go to his college and he quietly slackened

his pace to let the younger Cornell man pass him.

Ought he to have done this?

These instances bring out in contrast loyalty to the

game and apparent kindness to a friend, or generosity

to an opponent. In the first example, the umpire is

wrong by the verdict of both players; therefore the
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gift of a point from Doherty only generously equalizes

the game. The main doubt is whether for the sake of

keeping up the standards of tennis, the judgment of

even an incompetent umpire should be respected.

Neither Doherty nor his opponent disputes the um-
pire's point or appears sulky over it. They are right

in this. A good sport will take without argument or

irritation the decision of anyone appointed as judge.

They may ask for another umpire in the next tourna-

ment; but they will not grumble.

In the second case the senior runner is generous but

wrong. He is hurting the race, lessening the record,

and doing something that the Freshman would not

want, in letting him win.

Discuss these types of loyalty:

To patriotism. Joan of Arc, Pasteur.

To work. Waring in New York, Francis Parkman,
Dr. Richard Strong in Servia.

To humanity. William Lloyd Garrison. Read ex-

tracts from the life by John Jay Chapman.
To honor. The death of Socrates.

To friendship. David and Jonathan, or Dickens'

hero in The Tale of Two Cities.

Read the account of Senator Foelke in Ethics for Chil-

dren, by Ella Lyman Cabot, or ^'The Miner," in

Heroes of Everyday Life, by Fanny E. Coe.

Questions fob the Class

1. Ought one to continue to be loyal to an under-

taking one has grown to think rather useless? Where
would you draw the line?

2. If a boy knows something wrong that his com-
rades have done in school, is it right for him to tell?

If it involves some innocent person? If it involves

some danger? Where do you draw the line?
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3. If, after you have made a close friendship with
anyone, your feehngs gradually change, while the
friend's continue the same, what are your obligations?

4. What good quahties must a person who wants to

be loyal acquire?

5. Does loyalty to our nation forbid our breaking

any of its laws, however foolish?

6. Ought a person to run a risk of endangering his

health for the sake of loyalty to an important engage-

ment?
7. In what ways can we express loyalty to school,

country. State? Does loyalty to a friend forbid your
talking with another about his faults?

8. A boy is told by his father that he will be allowed

to go to college only if he is first in his class at school

during the last year. The other boys, knowing how
much he wants to go to college, deliberately do badly

in their lessons in order that he may be ahead of them.
Is this right or wrong on their part?
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CHAPTER XXXII

QUALITIES THAT ATTRACT SUCCESS

6. Courage

Read: Joshua 1: 6-9 and Hebrews 11: 32 to 12: 6.

Learn: He endured, as seeing him who is invisible (Hebrews 11: 27).

Read the thrilling story of Sergeant Vaughan's rescue of a man in

danger, from Children of the Tenement, by Jacob Riis, pp. 277-281.

Read: "The McClenny Nurses," by Clara Barton, in The History

of the Red Cross, or "The Engineer at Sea," in Heroes of Everyday

Life, by Fanny E. Coe.

Read: "The Life Savers," in An American Book of Golden Deeds,

by James Baldwin.

Read : The Friendship of Nations, by Lucile GuUiver, p. 236.

Learn: "The Tempest," by Ahce Freeman Palmer, quoted in The

Story of Jesus, by Florence Buck; or review it if it was learned earUer

in this course.

A very interesting analysis of the courage shown by Jesus is found

in chapter 5 and chapter 8 of The Manhood of the Master, by Harry E.

Fosdick (Association Press). These will greatly help in your own
preparation of the subject. Read also Emerson's essay on "Courage,"

from Society and Solitude* This will give you many illustrations of

varied courage.

Method of Approach

Courage is a subject of instant appeal and is as wide

as the reach of human nature. Show how common,
how abundant even in the physically timid, how richly

varied it is. It is most important for everyone to

realize that he or she already has courage and only

needs to increase its quantity or extend its range.

Discuss the quotation from Emerson given below.

Use, if you find them available, the questions on
Courage in the Teachers' Key of Everyday Ethics

* Society and Solitude, by Ralph Waldo Emerson, Houghton Miffin Co.
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(p. 401), preferably giving out the questions a week
ahead and asking for written answers. Some teachers

find it valuable to start a joint ''Book of Golden

Deeds," to be brought together by different members
of the class.

Leakn :

" So nigh is grandeur to our dust,

So near is God to man,

When Duty whispers low, Thou must,

The youth replies, / can!

R. W, Emerson.

Emerson says again in Letters and Social Aims:
''And yet there are trials enough of nerve and charac-

ter, brave choices enough of taking the part of truth

and of the oppressed against the oppressor, in privatest

circles. A right speech is not well to be distinguished

from action. Courage to ask questions; courage to

expose our ignorance. The great gain is, not to shine,

not to conquer your companion,—then you learn

nothing but conceit,—but to find a companion who
knows what you do not; to tilt with him and be over-

thrown, horse and foot, with utter destruction of all

your logic and learning. There is a defeat that is

useful. Then you can see the real and the counterfeit,

and will never accept the counterfeit again. You
will adopt the art of war that has defeated you. You
will ride to battle horsed on the very logic which you
found irresistible. You will accept the fertile truth,

instead of the solemn customary lie. ... When
people come to see us, we foolishly prattle, lest we be

inhospitable. But things said for conversation are

chalk eggs. Don't say things. What you are stands

over you the while, and thunders so that I cannot

hear what you say to the contrary." *

* Centenary Edition, Houghton Mifflin Company, Vol. I, p. 95.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

WORK
Read: I Corinthians 3: 6-17.

Read: ''The Call of the Job as a Doctor Hears It" and "The Points

of a Good Job," in What Men Live By, by Richard C. Cabot (Houghton

Mifflin Company). These chapters will furnish material for discussion

by the class.

Learn: "The Medical Corps," by Beatrice Barry in The Battle

Line of Democracy.

Method of Approach

Let each of the class find in the Bible a passage about
work. For example: I Thessalonians 4: 11; Acts
18: 3; Proverbs 20: 4; 24: 30-34; II Thessalonians

3: 8-12. What varieties of work are represented by
the principal followers of Jesus? {e.g., fishing, carpentry,

tent-making). Read the striking anonymous poem,
^^ Jesus the Carpenter," quoted in Studies of the Man
Christ Jesus by Robert E. Speer, p. 42. Look up
Galatians 2: 16; and II Timothy 1: 9.

Questions for the Class

1. If someone asked you what you meant by success

in life, what should you say? Do rich people seem to

you on the whole successful?

2. What qualities does anyone need in order to be
successful?

3. Is the saying '^Be good and you will be happy '^

true? Why or why not? Is a person who is selfish

more or less likely to be happy than one of wide sym-
pathies? Why?
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4. How can a person increase his self-control? What
would you do if something especially provoking hap-
pened to you?

5. Many people who have a hard piece of work to

do are inclined to look out of the window, write a note
or dip into a book instead. In what ways can this

habit best be overcome? Is it always a waste of time
to do odds and ends when one has a piece of work on
hand? Give an example.

6. ^'If you want something done, ask the busiest

person you know.'' Why do the busiest people have
the most time?

7. Are there any circumstances in which it is right

to try to ^'kill time"? Give an example of what you
mean by killing time.

8. If you looked forward ten years, what should you
hope that those years would bring you? Would it

be better to have them bring wide experience, or the

power to do any one thing really well?

9. Jesus said, ^^My Father worketh hitherto and I

work." In what ways do you think he meant that

God works?

Read and discuss this extract from Past and Present

by Thomas Carlyle

:

^'For there is a perennial nobleness, and even sacred-

ness, in work. Were he never so benighted, forgetful

of his high calling, there is always hope in a man that

actually and earnestly works; in idleness alone is there

perpetual despair. Consider how, even in the meanest

sorts of labor, the whole soul of a man is composed

into a kind of real harmony, the instant he sets him-

self to work. Doubt, desire, sorrow, remorse, indigna-

tion, despair itself, all these, like hell-dogs, lie beleaguer-

ing the soul of the poor dayworker, as of every man;
but he bends himself with free valor against his task,

and all these are stilled, all these shrink murmuring
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far off into their caves. The man is now a man. The
blessed glow of labor in him is it not as purifying fire,

wherein all poison is burnt up, and of sour smoke itself

is made bright blessed flame! All work of man is as

the swimmer's; a waste ocean threatens to devour
him; if he front it not bravely, it will keep its word.
By incessant wise defiance of it, lusty rebuke and
buffet of it, behold how it loyally supports him, bears

him as its conqueror along." *

* Past and Present, by Thomas Carlyle, Chapter on "Labor."



CHAPTER XXXIV

TEAM PLAY

Read: "The Arts of Give and Take," in What Men Live By, by

Richard C. Cabot, p. 117.

Read : The Man Christ Jesus, by Robert Speer, pp. 57-69.

Read: Galatians 6: 1-10.

Leaen: James 3: 17.

Methods of Approach

In the extract from Galatians are two texts which

aknost contradict one another—''Bear ye one another's

burdens" and ''Every man shall bear his own bur-

dens." How can these two texts be reconciled? How
far can we lift each other's burdens? In what ways?
What things must we lift alone? Need we ever be

wholly alone?

The sixth chapter of Galatians points out the only

way in which to help anyone to overcome his faults.

We must be utterly humble ourselves. (Compare
Philippians 2: 3.) Discuss instances of trying to help

other people to get over awkward tricks or bad habits.

Can this be done with true friends, and if so, how?
Apply the principles of team play given in this

lesson to any school or church societies or clubs with

which members of the class may be connected. Help

them to pass from athletics, which they understand

well, to team play in wider interests, which they are

beginning to touch.

Let the lesson culminate in a study of how Jesus

worked with men and women, loving them always,

unmoved even by their treachery from his steadfast

desire to help them.
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Questions for the Class

1. Discuss standards in games. The English are

said to play for sport; Americans play to win. Which
is better?

2. Should one ever want to win at all costs?

3. What is the value of athletics? What quahties

do games bring out?

4. What kinds of sports are good? What kinds are

bad? Why is gambling bad? Cock-fighting? Is bull-

fighting good or bad?
5. Is it possible to like ever^^body? Someone has

said that dislike is a disease. In what sense is this

true?

Read '^The Life Savers/' from Heroes of Everyday

Life, by Fanny E. Coe, pp. 82-103.



CHAPTER XXXV

FRIENDSHIP

Read the story of David and Jonathan, I Samuel, chapters 17 and 18.

Leakn: John 15:12-16.

Study carefully the chapter on "The Master's Affection" in The
Manhood of the Master, by Harry E. Fosdick.

Method of Approach

Let each of the class bring an account of some one
great historic friendship. In Friendship, the Master
Passion, by H. Clay Trumbull, many excellent in-

stances are given; for example, Socrates and Crito,

David and Jonathan, Damon and Pythias, Tennyson
and Hallam, Coleridge and Lamb, Emerson and Car-
lyle, Stevenson and Gosse. (See Critical Kitkats by
Edmund Gosse.)

Take up

:

(a) The preparation for friendship. Emerson
says '^Friendship is the slowest fruit in the garden
of the gods" {Essays, First Series, p. 199). Is

this true? Can we force friendship?

(6) The conditions of friendship. Common
interests. What qualities are needed to sustain

friendship?

(c) Keeping friendship. Gi\ing one's friend

room to grow. Need of both absence and meet-
ing. Harvests to bring to one another. Ex-
clusive and inclusive friendships. Friendship
should be unique but not exclusive. Danger of

drifting apart. Danger of breaking apart.
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(d) Dependence in friendship. Ought we to be

dependent or independent? The true answer

here can only be given by careful definition of

what these terms mean. The class and the

teacher must always learn to define accurately

and sympathetically, for much misunderstanding

is due to lack of definition.

If there is additional time, read William C. Gannett'

s

"I had a Friend," in Blessed Be Drudgery^ or C. M.
Yonge's A Book of Golden Deeds, pp. 54-58.

Questions for the Class

1. Read Emerson's Essays, First Series, pp. 192-197,

and say whether you agree with him that a friend is a

person with whom one may be sincere and may think

aloud? What is the difference between a friend and a

congenial companion?

2. Should loyalty to a friend make you ready to do

something for his sake which you would otherwise

consider wrong?

3. Is it ever fair to say behind a friend's back what
you would be unwilling to say to his face? What
duties if any are involved in a strong friendship?

4. Should friends be as polite to one another as they

are to strangers? Is it possible for friends to see one

another too often, and if so, why?
5. What moral qualities does anyone need in order

to be a good friend? Why are friends more apt to be

hurt by one another than by strangers, and how can

they overcome such sensitiveness?

6. Does school work or do parties give the best

chances for knowing one another and making friends?

7. Is a friendship of more value between two people
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who are unlike or between two who have the same
tastes and ideals?

8. Is difference in age or in circumstances any bar
to friendship? Why, or why not?

9. Should we trust wholly to instinct throughout

any friendship, or ought we at any time to stop and!

think about it? If the latter, what ought we to con-

sider?

10. How many real friends can anyone have?



CHAPTER XXXVI

ENEMIES
Read: Luke 6: 27-36.

Leakn from Wordsworth's "Happy Warrior" the extract beginning

**Who doomed to go in company with pain."

Method of Approach

Study ''The Master's Magnanimity" in The Man-
hood of the Master, by Harry E. Fosdick. Many of

the topics and questions he suggests can be used with

sHght modifications for your class. Refer to the ac-

count of Joseph's forgiveness of his brothers, Genesis

45. Here are a number of varied suggestions for

cla^s reading:

Blessed Be Drudgeryy by WilHam C. Gannett.

*'A Spark Neglected Burns the House," in

Twenty-three Tales, by Tolstoi, or ''Coals of Fire,"

by Louise Chandler Moulton, in Bed-time Stories.

From Benjamin Jowett's translation of Plato,

read those parts of the Crito and Phcedo that de-

scribe the trial and death of Socrates. Show by
his own words that Socrates had put death under

his feet.

Questions for the Class

1. Give in detail an experience of learning to like

anyone or anything you once hated. Any book, music,

kind of food, game, stranger, foreigner, custom, cere-

mony, will do as an example. What started the dis-

like originally? How did you get over it?
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2. What do you mean by a person's worst enemy?
Is it ever right to dislike another person? If so, in

what cases?

3. What did Jesus mean by forgiveness unto seventy

times seven? Is such forgiveness right and possible?

Can anyone pray for his enemy?



CHAPTER XXXVII

MISFORTUNE AS OPPORTUNITY

Read: II Corinthians 1: 1-12.

Leaen: "I know both how to be abased and I know how to abound"
(Phihppians 4: 12).

Method of Approach

Phillips Brooks' two sermons on the verse to be
memorized in The Light of the World and other Sermons
(Nos. IX and X) are a fine preparation for the teach-

ing of this subject. Let each pupil take the chapter

in II Corinthians and analyze what it brings out con-

cerning the benefit of misfortunes; for example, being

comforted of God, being able to comfort others, gaining

salvation.

Look through The Story of My Life by Helen Keller

(early chapters) and the extraordinary chapters on
touch and smell in her book The World I Live In.

Show how much enjoyment Helen Keller gets from
touch, smell, vibration, that we miss.

Let the class learn Milton's Sonnet ^^On his Blind-

ness" and recite the lines from Wordsworth's '^ Happy
Warrior" learned last week.

Questions for the Class

1. Read Helen Keller's The Story of My Life, pp.

286-296. In view of her whole story should you say

that it is a misfortune or an added opportunity for

her that she is blind and deaf? What chances has she

now that she would not have had if she had been like
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other girls? Is there any work from which she is

wholly and surely cut off?

2. Can good come out of every experience no matter
how sinful or tragic? Give an example. In what
ways did Jesus control and turn to good his experi-

ences of failure and even of death?

3. Is it better for a person's character to have a
hard time or an easy one? Is it better to have to earn

your way or to have all the money you need?
4. A young Russian Jew comes to Harvard College.

He is poor, but his father is a learned rabbi. The boy
earns his way through college by tutoring and wins a
scholarship by his excellent work. Gradually he finds

that some of the Harvard students whom he is tutor-

ing, and w^ho are less bright than he, look down on
him and refuse to introduce him to their friends.

Has he any right to resent this, and what can he do
about it?

5. A boy was partly paralyzed when he was three

years old and cannot move his face or hands without
making hideous and awkward movements. Is it

better for such a boy to stay at home with his well-to-

do parents or to be ambitious to take a part in the

world's work?
6. Has a beautiful person any greater opportunities

in life than an ugly one? Give an example showing
how a physically unattractive person can become
attractive.

7. Phillips Brooks, when a young man, made an
entire failure of teaching school. Was such a failure

likely to do him good or harm? Why?
8. Milton says: ''They also serve who only stand

and wait." In what ways is this shown?
At the close of this lesson bring out the following

points, and if feasible let the pupils write them in

their notebooks

:
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Good never comes out of evil intentions, but

out of the effort to overcome evil.

Any evil which is courageously and thoughtfully

faced can be turned to good.

It is not true to say that misfortune is good in

itself, but it is the material out of which character

and inventions can be made to grow.

When we are wide-awake, every chance event

becomes our chance.
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MAKING THE BEST OF IT

Read: John 16: 1-33.

Jesus is here preparing his disciples for their coming
trials. They will not listen very keenly now, but after-

wards, in the face of a testing experience, they will

remember what he said. This too is your hope, the

hope of all teachers. A part of what you say will be
heard by your pupils now; the rest of your teaching,

if vital enough, will be re-echoed from the peaks of

future experience. ^^In the world ye shall have tribu-

lation: but be of good cheer; I have overcome the

world," Christ said. Your part in this lesson is to

bring out the possibility of overcoming fate.

Method of Approach

Read in your preparation Lesson 25 in Rev. Florence

Buck's The Story of Jesus. Notice our double usage

of the word 'Hrial," a legal and a personal usage.

Such a trial as Jesus met, few of us will know, but

trial, testing, sorrow, all of us must face. The pictures

in Miss Buck's ''Notebook" may well be used for your
class.

Read chapter 6 from The Man Christ Jesus, by
Robert Speer. Help your class to feel Jesus' bearing

at his trial, his quietness, his extraordinary silences

more impressive than words, the clearness and de-

cision of the few words that he spoke, his calmness

and majesty.
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Learn the verse from Sidney Lanier's '^ Marshes of

Glynn" beginning: ^'Ye spread and span/' or Pan-
dora's Song beginning '^Of wounds and sore defeat I

made my battle-stay," in The Firehringers, by William

Vaughn Moody.
This subject is too convincing to need questions.

It needs only illustration. Read, if there is time, ''The

Last Fight in the Coliseum" in A Book of Golden

Deeds, by Charlotte M. Yonge.



CHAPTER XXXIX

OUR PART IN THE PLAN

Read: Matthew 5: 1-13 and Luke 6: 37-42.

Leaen: Adelaide A. Procter's poem ''Judge not."

Read: "Loyalty in Love," from What Men Live By, Richard C.

Cabot, p. 201.

Read: "Casal Novo" in A Book of Golden Deeds, by Charlotte M.
Yonge.

Method of Approach

The center of this lesson may well be the study of

the Sermon on the Mount. The Beatitudes point with

clear fingers to what things are truly worth having,

what things bring a blessing. Notice the setting of

the Beatitudes in Luke 6: 12: ^Mnd it came to pass

in those days that he went out into a mountain to

pray and continued all night in prayer to God." All

night! How few of us can genuinely continue in

prayer for more than an hour, less, indeed, rather than

more. Jesus praying all night to God! What a wide

vision of the world he must have brought into the light

of God! Just as we, who cannot pray all night,

because our realization of God is dim, could talk all

night with one whom we loved, about all that we
loved and hoped for, so Jesus spoke all night to God
and hstened for His answers. Must he not have
faced the future of the whole world, those whom he

knew and the other sheep, not of this fold, who would
hear his voice? For them all he Hstened and heard

the voice of God saying what things were truly worth

while, were blessed. AMiat can we glean from these

Beatitudes?
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The Beatitudes are in one aspect suggestions as to

how Hving can be made beautiful like music or poetry.

It is over-easy to take them merely as smooth and
exquisite sentences. Try to make sure that the class

gets something distinctive, something graphic, from

each one.

Questions for the Class

1. ^'The meek shall inherit the earth.'' That is a

strange saying. Is it true? How is it shown?
2. Tell the story of someone who hungered and

thirsted after righteousness.

3. Why are the merciful especially to be blessed?

Read the trial scene in The Merchant of Venice as an
illustration.

4. Why does Jesus beheve that the pure in heart

can best see God?
5. Discuss the commandment, ^^ Judge not that ye

be not judged." Is it possible not to judge anyone?

Is it right never to judge anyone? Can we ever be

sure of another's fault? Give an example.

6. What common things, usually considered good,

did Jesus leave out of the Beatitudes? What surprises

you most in the blessings?

For additional questions on right and T\Tong judg-

ments, see the Teachers' Key of Everyday Ethics^

p. 367.



CHAPTER XL

IMMORTALITY

This is the end of the year. You will want to

gather up the sheaves of the past lessons, and especially

to show that our immortal life is a part of our life in

the world. Read to yoiu-self for a suggestive treat-

ment of this idea, Tolstoi's My Religion^ chapter 8.

Notice especially Tolstoi's words, ^^The reasonable

life consists in hving in such a way that life cannot be
destroyed by death," and ^' Jesus afl&rmed only this,

that whoever Uves in God, will be united to God.''

In the last three chapters of The Christian Hope, by
Wilham Adams Brown, teachers will find much that is

helpful for their own thought about immortality.

Read also ^^The New Death," by Winifred Kkkland,
in The Atlantic Monthly, May, 1918.

Method of Approach

Your class may be an earnest unanalytical group,

with whom you can do most by enriching their idea of

immortality through the reading of the latter part of

Plato's Crito and the beginning of the Phcedo.

With such a class read Revelation 21 and learn

John 17:3. Let each member of the class find a
different text about immortaUty, or, as Jesus was far

more apt to call it, eternal life, e.g., John 5: 24-29, 39.

The Reference Passage Bible (New Testament), com-
piled by the Alpha Publishing Company, Lincoln,

Nebraska, is a great help in finding these texts.
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Questions and Problems for the Class

Romans 8:6 says, ^'For to be carnally minded is

death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace.''

Is this true? How does a coward or a loafer cut

down his life? How does a liar limit himseK?
Give an example of the text, ^' The wages of sin is

death." Who seems to you the most ahve of the

people you know or know about?
Read Luke 12: 16-21. This is one of the texts most

used by Tolstoi and is beautifully illustrated by his

stories ''What Men Live By" and ''How Much Land
does a Man Need," in Twenty-three Tales, Bring out
as clearly as you can the relation between life now
and life hereafter. Many of us let parts of ourselves

die by not keeping up oiu- interests, by not weeding
our faults, by letting idleness fill the time that might
be used for more abundant life. We lose life by having
no sense of proportion about what is important and
what is unimportant.
Learn Shakespeare's Sonnet CXLVI, "Poor soul, the

centre of my sinful earth." Jesus accents life rather

than resurrection. He is far less concerned about
dying and being born again than he is about having
such life in yom'self that you cannot die. Death is

part of hvmg. "We die daily," as Paul said. We
give up what we might do for something else, better or

w^orse. We sacrifice oiu* strength and if there could
be a complete physical record we should see that thereby
we bring our death nearer.

But to conserve life and pamper ourselves is not to

save it. "To be over-^dse is to ossify," as Stevenson
says in his dauntless, life-giving essay ^s Triplex.

"Whoever shall seek to save his life shall lose it."

How can we make our Hves long? Quote the line of
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the hymn, ''He liveth long who Hveth well." In
what sense is this true?

What is the meaning of the phrase used in Philip-

pians 2:8, being ^'obedient unto death, even the

death of the cross"? There are dark, dim deaths and
there are splendid, radiant deaths. Christ's death is

radiant because it was inevitable in the following of

his pm-pose. Alan Seeger, the young American poet,

killed in the early days of the war, expressed his deep-

est gratitude to France for ''that rare privilege of

dying well." Death is often dreary and sordid. The
martyr makes death flame with illuminating beauty.

Read here "Young Soldiers of France," by Maurice
Barres, in The Atlantic Monthly, for July, 1917.

If your class is one that dives deeper into question-

ing about death and immortality, they may discuss the

subject further, in some such way as this: "What is

the use of it all if it does not go on? I don't see any
sense in living if life gets chopped off short by death.

So there must be another life." This, the argument of

a boy of fourteen, is one that many of us have put to

ourselves and one that you may hear from your class.

As far as it goes, it is a good argument. Re-stated it

reads thus: The meaningless is impossible. God is

the meaning of our world. If life is absolutely lost at

death, life is meaningless. Therefore there must be

something beyond death to interpret the meaning
of life. Make sure that your own conviction is both

firm and clear before you teach this lesson on Im-
mortality.
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